
Editor’s comments

 we felt the paper could be clearer on how to advance the issue further. Some more depth 
and detail on what this model of primary care might look like (are there examples?) and 
what is needed to get there would be helpful. 

- We have added new content and honed the final third of the paper to focus on 
providing clearer analysis of what needs to be done to move toward a more proactive 
model of primary care. 

 In addition, we felt that a more focused piece, for example on the unfulfilled potential of 
primary care in Europe, may allow you to add the relevant details - we note this is in line 
with the suggestions from reviewers as well. 

Another option would be to identify the main theme of why the potential of primary care is 
unfulfilled and build an argument around that. 

- We have gone with your first suggestion as the vehicle to reshape the article around a 
more focused line of argument. We have changing the title and amended the text 
throughout the document in line with your suggestion. Concentrating on the unfulfilled 
potential has allowed us to trim tangential themes and use this space to add more 
analysis of why this is the case and what could be done. 



Reviewer 1

 I can see that this was a commissioned article but as it is currently crafted, it largely looks at 
the dichotomy of primary care and public health from an advocacy perspective as opposed 
to comprehensive evidence. 

- We have modified the focus of the paper to focus on exploring how European primary 
care needs to reform in order to deliver Alma Ata’s vision of primary health care. Our 
revision engages much more deeply with the literature in order to change the tone from 
advocacy to an even-handed review of the evidence.

 The focus on physicians leading primary care teams seems a rather narrow and somewhat 
pejorative approach based on credentials as opposed to effectiveness. Midwives do an 
excellent job as do some community health workers in circumstances where there are 
relatively few physicians. 

- This is a very good point and we have revised the paper to shift the focus from physician 
leadership to multidisciplinary teams. 

 As currently crafted it is difficult to see what this article targets; primary care in high-income 
settings, low-income or low and middle-income settings?

- We have refocused the paper exclusively around European primary care to enhance 
clarity and sharpen our message. 

 In looking at primary care teams largely led by physicians, the authors ignore the mountain 
of data where other primary care providers (community health workers, midwives and 
ancillary care workers) provide primary care in all its forms such as  preventive, promotive, 
curatives services and aftercare. It also presents its arguments without looking at human 
resource contexts, especially in rural and remote settings where the bulk of the disparities 
cluster. 

- We have revised the paper to remove the focus on physicians. Unfortunately we don’t 
have space to engage with the human resource issues in sufficient depth. We have 
added content around the centrality of ensuring that primary care is adequately 
financed.

 The reference to cluster RCTs as being vulnerable to “uncontrolled confounders” and 
imbalances is over simplistic, and I am not sure is relevant to the issue of primary care. There 
are alternatives to RCTs and many cluster RCTs are the way one assess if things will truly 
work in real life settings or not? Cluster RCTs at population level frequently unveil 
differences between effectiveness and efficacy, which are the true tests of population-level 
interventions. 



- An insightful critique: we didn’t have the space to really do this slightly tangential theme 
justice and have dropped it from the article. 

 I am also not sure that there is evidence for the statement (page 7 lines 16-23) that existing 
primary care teams are not linked to public health measures and activities. Could the 
authors provide evidence in support of this statement? 

- We have revamped this section and added evidence to support all claims made around 
the integration of the two specialities where they occur.

 The few examples provided in Box 2 also need appropriate references documenting their 
effectiveness or impact.

- We do not have references for every bullet point in the box. The content has largely 
come from group consensus. We have flagged this in the text (‘a few further suggested 
enablers of reform’) but we are happy to remove the box if the editors feel that would 
improve the paper.



Reviewer 2

•       This analysis piece has good potential and raises some important points regarding the 
need for closer or more integrated primary care and community prevention – however to my 
mind the argument retains some internal inconsistencies that need ironing out. Particularly in 
the opening of the article, it is not very clear if the authors are writing this piece with a focus on 
the UK, Europe, or globally. Later on the international emphasis is clearer – but it would help to 
flag this earlier – and with this in mind, temper some of generalisations (noted below) that are 
difficult to sustain when taking a global perspective.

- We have revised the paper to focus on European primary care. We now state this in the 
title and opening paragraph. 

•       Pg 5, para 3 provides a very good summary of the ‘misalignment’ of political incentives for 
investing in longer term population health strategies.  This is largely true everywhere – but 
(bearing in mind this article’s international slant) also somewhat sidelines the incredibly 
complex tradeoffs that policy makers have to make when it comes to health investments, 
particularly in low- and middle-income settings where public health emergencies and poor 
geographic access remain a huge problem. Brief acknowledgement of those tradeoffs would 
demonstrate a more nuanced approach.

- Many thanks for the suggestion. Even with the new European focus we agree that 
acknowledging these trade-offs is helpful. We have added a new sentence to this effect 
to p5 para 3. 

•       Pg 5, para 4 goes on to talk about hierarchy of evidence, and the over dependence on 
RCTs for generating what is considered ‘gold standard’ evidence.  While I think I see the 
underlying point (that producing tangible evidence in support of the impact of complex 
‘embedded’ primary health care approaches, is more difficult to achieve via (ill-suited) RCTs 
than it is for a targeted clinical intervention – and that ipso facto less ‘gold standard’ evidence is 
produced), the link between this point, the point in the previous paragraph and the subtitle 
‘Promising but understudied’ needs to be more explicit.

- On revising the paper we feel that this paragraph leads off at an interesting but 
underdeveloped tangent. We have decided to cut it. 

•       pg 6, para 1 ‘The untapped potential of primary care’: at this point it is not clear if the 
authors are promoting primary health care (PHC), or primary care, or primary care as a pathway 
to PHC.  Making this point clearer, earlier, would help guide the reader somewhat.

- We have re-written this section entirely. We now also make clear from the outset that 
we are arguing that prevention-oriented primary care is an important vehicle for 
delivering primary health care.



•       What is meant by ‘Internationally, public health is allocated total responsibility for 
influencing social determinants…’? Internationally in multi-lateral organisations (WHO)? Across 
the health administrations of all nations? Health systems are vastly different from country to 
country and this point feels overly general and polemic.

- We agree that this was a bit sweeping. We have removed the claim and reworded the 
sentence to stress that the remit of primary care is inappropriately narrow in many 
countries.

•       The claim that ‘primary care workers quickly develop expert knowledge about community 
networks and resources’ is also overstated.  Of course for some this is true.  But it is not 
universally the case that primary care workers are deeply engaged with, or command the trust 
of, populations they work with; a glance at the recent Lancet Global Health HQSS report 
demonstrates that poor quality and lack of trust abounds at the primary care level in many 
settings.  

- Even though we are now focusing on Europe we have toned this down. 

•       The authors characterize primary care teams in most countries as not holding 
responsibility for population health.  This may be true (citations to this effect would be helpful) 
but certainly there is substantial variation from country to country – in some countries primary 
care is entirely divorced form public health and community functions (e.g. United States), in 
others it is substantially harmonized (e.g. Cuba).  Recognition of this continuum is needed.

- We have added a number of papers that document international comparisons of 
primary care systems, as well as more nuanced language around this point.

•       In general I agree with the analysis that despite the overlap in the aspirations of primary 
care and public health units, the two are often poorly linked administratively and 
organizationally – certainly in OECD countries this is increasingly the case.  But, in view of this 
authors’ push for greater authority/influence by GPs in this domain,  I would question the lack 
of analysis around *why* there has been such a separation in the first place.  Who are the 
power players in health decision making?  In OECD and LMIC alike, it is frequently medical 
doctor organisations are frequently among the most powerful lobbies.  Reflexive consideration 
of profound influence that the medical profession has had on the evolution of health systems 
globally – including medicalized health service models – cannot be divorced from an analysis of 
this phenomena.

- We have added new analysis exploring what has led to the divorce of public health and 
primary care. 

•       Viz the above point– consideration of who needs to be persuaded of the need for better 
integrated ‘primary care / community prevention’ teams  would help build on the authors’ 



observation (pg 8, para 1) that many current examples  ‘tend to be led by local champions 
working against misaligned system-level incentives.’  In other words – who is responsible for 
the ‘misaligned system-level incentives’ in the first place?

- This point follows on. We have added a new section to try and cover this ground.
We would like to thank the editors and reviewers for their comments and suggestions. We have 
tried to respond comprehensively, and are very open to further revisions if the editors deem 
them necessary. 


